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Canada: Adventure?Supposedly Civilized ma

by MICHAEL STEEVES freedom or infringing our present pojtics. Amidst all of this
talk, some of us have missed aAs Canadians we should be privacy, 

proud of the fact that we are the In our comforts, we usually basic virtue of humanity, corn- 
seventh richest nation living in forget about thè millions that passion. It is shame that we live 
the second largest country. We have no shelter or place to call in a supposedly civilized and ra- 
have come from diversified home. We have become desen- tlonal world, yet there are 12 
backgrounds, each of them con- sltlzed about the matter. If we million humans without a home 
tributing towards the creation of see them on TV, we change the or even a country. We have 
Canada. Unfortunately, many channel. If we are generous, we become excessively concerned 
of us have forgotten this dtversi- may comment sympathetically with ourselves and our ftiture. 
ty. We have embodied ourselves or suggest cures for the problem Sotne of us want to preserve 
in a little “ME" forgetting the of the homeless millions. After Canada against this “tide" from 
millions who are less fortunate all, they are “over there" and the Third World. Some of us 
titan we are. Many of us have are a threat to our consciences, have become paranoid of the 
become concerned with Those are the refugees and threat of changing the Canadian 
ourselves and have worked to they are not “over there" any identity and colour.

Since we are so fortunate, let's 
not forget those who have
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This maze is sure to battle you. If you don't like it, call 
security fhotp by Dave McCluskey

often and as frequently as he 
can. Although the lack of effi-By Kim Doyle

Looking for adventure? dent patrol Is not a serious 
Forget Europe, forget Africa, issue, the real problem ties 
go to the SUB parking lot. This with those who park improper- 
maze is sure to baffle you. ty in the first place, lust 
Getting in and out of the lot is because there is snow cover- 
a big problem, and trying to tng the tines, it does not mean 
find a parking spot is an even people can park randomly, 
bigger problem.

If you are at your wits end classified as 
because you cannot Parking." Therefore those 
manoeuvre your vehicle due to vehicles parked there should 
improperly parked cars, then have a student sticker. The 
you should call the Security Security and Traffic Section en- 
and Traffic Section. According courages students, visitors, 
to the Motor Vehicle Traffic and STU students to park 
and Parking Regulations, any there. Because of this en- 
car improperly parked in any couragement many vehicles in 
parking lot is subject to “tow the parking lot have no 
away, installation of an im- stickers or permits, therefore 
mobilization boot or a fine of we end up with a conftised 
$10.00." However, according patrol officer perhaps thinking 
to Traffic Patrol Officer, Con- “Eeny, meenie, mlny, moe, 
stable Montgomery, "im- which car wll be the next to 
mobilization boots are no go?"
longer used at the Fredericton If one has a problem with 
campus."

Due to lack of ftinds, the send their complaints to the 
University has gone from ftve chief of security. With more 
persons to one person for traf- complaints, the probability o 
flc patrol of tiie 50 different restoring adequate up-keep of 
areas slotted for parking. This the rules and order to the 
one Patrol Officer patrols as parking lot should arise.

achieve the most comfort that more. They are here and knock- 
thls Earth can afford. We usual- ing at our door. This is a sen- 
ty complain if we do not have sltlve issue, and everyone has nothing. There are no easy solu 
our own way. We become given their opinion. This lions to the Refugee problem 
fUrious if anyone even thinks “influx" is considered to be one but let us not close the door tc 
about limiting our personal of the most crucial issues in our those whose last hope is Canada.

The SUB parking lot is 
StudentUNB Security^»

P.fl[KY HDPBllB T-RiHlWTB
Where : Biology Soc Office, B 117 

When : Jan 11-22 
12:30 - 2 pm 

Bring Ticket Stub

PAPER? MATE®

the above then they should

02Paper Mate introduces the latest in fine line writing 
instruments, the Metal Roller Micro Fine point pen 
Now Metal Roller Micro Fine (0.2mm line width) 
joins our original Metal Roller Fine point pen (0.3mm 
line width) in making ordinary plastic rolling ball 
pens obsolete
Our unique metal point system controls the flow of 
ink so that you can write smoothly and neatly 
without the smudging or smearing of ordinary plastic 
points and writes through carbon copies like a 
ballpoint pen.
Both Metal Roller Fine and Micro Fine are available 
in blue, black and red inks. Colour band on cap 
indicates ink colour.

Paper Mate présente la toute dernière technologie 
en instruments d'écriture à traits fins : 
la bille micro fine en Métal 
(0,2mm largeur de la ligne) 
se joint à notre bille fine 
originale en Métal (0,3mm 
largeur de la ligne) rendant 
les stylos à bille roulante en 
plastique tout à fait désuets 
Notre système unique de 
pointe en métal contrôle 
le débit d'encre pour vous 
permettre d écrire en toute 
douceur et en toute pro
preté sans les salissures 
et les taches des boules 
en plastique ordinaires et 
traverse les carbones 
comme un stylo à bille.
Les billes en métal micro 
fine et fine sont disponibles 
en encres bleue, noire et 
rouge. L'anneau de couleur 
sur le capuchon indique la 
couleur de l'encre.
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HtoJût1 Moneysmarts for 
Students
(CNED 4450)
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7* If you're saving for university or juggling a student loan, 
fitting In part-time jobs, and managing your own money 
for the first time, then this workshop Is meant for you.

Invest one Saturday morning (January 30, 1988, 9:00 a.m. 
to 1:00 p.m.) and fifteen dollars, and you'll gain 
moneysmarts to last you a lifetime.

This workshop covers a simple, practical system for keeping records 
of income and expenses, a quick look at what all those paycheque 
deductions really mean, some tips about bank accounts and bank 
statement reconciliations, and some ways to cut corners on the dull 
things you have to spend money on so that you'll be able to splurge 
on the more exciting ones.

For further Information or to register, contact:

Department of Extension and Summer Session
Room 121, MacLaggan Hall
University of New Brunswick
P. O. Box 4400
Fredericton, N. B. E3B 5A3
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453-4646
AVAILABLE AT THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
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